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Top-secret data has been stolen from the CIA, and the only man who knows its hiding place is
dead. CIA operative Mitch Rapp must race to find the classified information in this blistering
novel that picks up where The Last Man left off in Vince Flynn's New York Times best-selling
series.Joseph "Rick" Rickman, former boy wonder at the CIA, stole a massive amount of top-
secret and hugely compromising intel concerning classified operations all over the world,
offering it (and himself) to the Pakistani secret forces. Only his plans went awry when CIA
director Irene Kennedy sent Mitch Rapp to hunt him down. It turns out that killing Rickman didn't
solve anything - in fact the nightmare is only intensifying. Rickman stored the potentially
devastating data (CIA assets, operatives, agents) somewhere only he knew, and somehow, from
beyond the grave, he still poses a mortal threat to America.Now it's a deadly race as both the
Pakistanis and the Americans search for Rickman's accomplices and the information they are
slowly leaking to the world. Will Rapp outrun and outthink his enemies, or will the Pakistanis find
it first and hold America hostage to their dream of becoming the world's new nuclear
superpower?

"I love the Focus on Skills sections. I am able to use them in a variety of ways to reinforce what I
am teaching. I really like how you and your team are developing this new edition!""The
homework is great. The materials are presented in a very clear, logical manner. Most other
books have "holes" in the presentation of the material. This book is extremely well organized. Far
better text than anything available.""The text is organized well in terms of a steady progression of
concept of study. While it uses musical jargon, it also speaks to the students in conversational
tone and not above their heads. It covers an appropriate amount of material and does not
attempt to be something it is not (it is a first-year fundamentals text)."About the AuthorAn
internationally known composer, acclaimed teacher of American music, and the founder of
Postminimalism, William Duckworth has written more than 200 works, including the well-known
Time Curve Preludes for piano. In addition to numerous teaching awards, Rolling Stone
magazine called his teaching "hip, bright and innovative." Duckworth has been honored by the
American Music Society as one of Six Master Teachers in America. Additionally, Cathedral, co-
created with Nora Farrell and online since 1997, is one of the first interactive works of music and
art on the Web. Duckworth's honors include the 2001 ASCAP-Deems Taylor Internet Award, the
2002 Award in Music from the Foundation for Contemporary Arts, and a 2007 Senior Fulbright
Specialist Award that assigned him to the Queensland Conservatorium Research Centre in
Brisbane, Australia, and resulted in iOrpheus, Duckworth and Farrell's 2-year unfolding of video
podcasts, stage performances, and a public opera in the streets and promenades of Brisbane's
South Bank Parklands.
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Barb C, “Another Nail Biter. I love this series. How Vince Flynn keeps coming up with the plots
and action is beyond me. As always, can't wait to start the next one.”

Lonna Palmer, “Another Mitch Rapp Adventure. Another quick reading, engaging and enjoyable
book. Mitch always triumphs and usually takes the high road when others wouldn't.”

A Reader, “or does it stand out like a sore thumb. The Survivor is an interesting book to try to
review, since there are a few different angles one has to consider. How is it as a book? How is it
as a Mitch Rapp novel, does it stand alongside the other books in the series, or does it stand out
like a sore thumb? Did Kyle Mills do a good job of writing in the style of Vince Flynn--and should
he have attempted to do so, or should have have written with his own 'voice'?Let me start with
the latter questions first. This is the second time that I have been reading a series when the
author passed away, so subsequent books were written by another author. In that case, the
characters acted totally out of, well, character. And the writing style was totally different. I didn't
read any further books in that series. I just couldn't reconcile it.But in this case, Mr. Mills does an
excellent job of making this book blend in with the rest of the series. Granted, I don't think Vince
Flynn had a particularly unique style (I mean, let's face it, the Mitch Rapp series itself is
enjoyable, but not super unique anymore), so it wouldn't have been too difficult. But I do think
90% of readers would not have known that a different author was behind the keyboard if they
didn't know going into it. So if you're worried that this book will "feel" or "read" differently, don't
worry. It's a seamless transition. Which I'm glad for. RIP Vince Flynn, you were the first author I
read in this genre and I will always have a soft spot in my heart for this series.Now, how was the
book in and of itself? It was just as good as all the other Mitch Rapp adventures. The book felt
very fast paced, I think just because the characters jumped around the globe so much from
chapter to chapter. One chapter, Mitch would be in Virginia, then Turkey, then back to Virginia,
than Switzerland.. One of my very few criticisms is that I wish the passing of time were more
clearly marked. Some points, a new chapter would start and I would think 'Wait, is this the next
day? Or have a few days passed now?" Just a minor quibble.I think Mr. Mills did an excellent job
capturing the spirit of the characters. BUT. I felt that Mitch himself was much more of an a-hole in
this book than in subsequent ones. But... I ain't even mad. I actually liked it. I thought it was much
more realistic. Everyone always acts so afraid of Mitch, like he's the bull in the china shop, and
how he's such a loner... in this book, it's much more apparent why. Even to Irene, and other
women. I just found it a lot more realistic and understandable. Granted, Mitch deals with a lot of
difficult stuff in this book, so it's understandable that he would be irritable. But as I said, I kind of
like this new, grumpier Mitch. A much more authentic feel.Minor SPOILER ALERT I guess: I also
approved of the lack of romantic interest in this book. I was kind of dreading the return of that
Sydney chick from the last book, or really any love interest. Vince, RIP, did not write likable



female characters. And just in general with this genre of books, I haaaaate it. Must be because
I'm a woman. I like my alpha male characters single. But in any case, thank god there were none
in this book!One other minor thing--in previous books, Charlie Wicker's nickname was "Slick." In
this book, it's now all of a sudden "Wick"? I don't get it, but OK...”

lara, “Mills is doing a good job.. OK, this is a very difficult review to write. Not because the book
is bad, it isn’t. It is, actually, quite good. No the problem is that this book is a continuation of a
book that Vince Flynn wrote. Not a continuation in that he started it and someone else finished
it, but that it is a continuation of a story done by Flynn and finished by Mills.Don’t get me wrong,
Mills is a good writer. He just isn’t Vince Flynn. It is like someone trying to write an Andre Norton
novel, they just won’t do the same.I thought a lot about this book when I finished it. And the thing
that bothered me is that I didn’t “see” it. See when Flynn wrote I was there. I saw the rooms, l felt
the heat, I saw the horrors, the whole ball of wax. But with Mills I don’t see anything. There is
very little descriptive writing.Yes, I am quite aware of how bad the bad guys are and I am really
up to date, so to speak, on what they would like to do and probably are doing. Kudos to Mills for
that.As to the “missions” it was very, very difficult for me to “see” them. I had little to no help from
the author in “visualizing” the actions.There is a scene between Kennedy and her son that was
quite touching, but for all I know it took place in some generic black cube. It was difficult to
place. Whereas when Flynn wrote about Kennedy’s home I could see it in great detail.And this
may sound like gritching, but it isn’t. See, a novel is the sum of its parts. It isn’t JUST the plot, it
is all the parts that go in to making the whole. And some of the parts are missing. That is what I
miss.I hope that Mills continues to write the series IF he will take the time to examine the parts of
the books that Flynn wrote. Because we loved Flynn’s books not just because they had great
plots and good characters but because they were like movies and we were there.While I was
reading “The Survivor” I never lost myself in the book. I was never there. I never saw the action, I
only read it.Is this a good story, oh yeah. Is this as good as Flynn would have done? I don’t think
so. But I am aware that Mr. Mills is his own writer and he can’t be blamed for writing his “own
way.”Mills nailed the plot and the characterizations, though Rapp seems to “not be there.”BUT if
he is going to continue writing the Rapp books he will have to adapt to what we have come to
expect from these books. To wit: action, characterization, background and authentic
arguments.I remember reading a James Bond book not written by the original author. It was not
as good. Same with those books that were supposed to be sequels to Gone With The Wind.
Not so good.So what do we have here? A really good story. A bunch of really despicable
villains, the obligatory stupid politicians [great throwaway line about term limits, kudos] a good
plot, a good machination of tech and great possibilities. But no depth, no description, no putting
me in the story.There is a scene where Rapp goes to his bombed out house and sits there
drinking cokes. I was totally not interested, because I read it without realizing what I was
reading, I had to read it over because I was not paying attention. Hello economics textbook type
reading.”



Maria Elena Rossi, “The outcome is really a very good story that takes you in page by page. I
have no idea how much Vince Flynn had written of The Survivor before he sadly passed away
and at which point Kyle Mills took over to complete the book.The outcome is really a very good
story that takes you in page by page. The more you read and the more you want to read to see
what will happen next. Mitch Rapp will Always be Mitch Rapp but the people around him in the
story, even if some old hands at the game, become fresh each time they appear. I have read all
the books by Vince Flynn and was never disappointed. Now Kyle Mills has taken over the thread
and he has done a very good job with it. I hope he will continue to write as he did in The
Survivor. Perhaps Vince Flynn is looking down and smiles and will continue to do so in the
future.”

R, “I admit I was extremely apprehensive when it was announced someone else would be taking
over writing the Mitch Rapp series - my. After Vince Flynn passed away, I admit I was extremely
apprehensive when it was announced someone else would be taking over writing the Mitch
Rapp series - my favourite character and storyline.You can tell that it isn't Flynn doing the story
telling anymore, the wording is different to what he'd use and as mentioned by other people, this
Mitch Rapp is a lot different to Flynn's version - I'm not sure yet whether that's a good or bad
thing.One thing you can tell the difference in, is the level of research shown by the two writers.
Early on in the Rapp series, Vince Flynn had part of a book set in London and everything was
well researched I thought. When Kyle Mills came to place Rapp in London, there was a ton of
glaring errors, such as a "hundred pound note" that doesn't even exist or the cabbie using
American slang. Even the description of the British spy wearing a bowler hat, expensive shoes
and a suit coat seems wildly out of place and shows that the author has drawn on what Britain
was like fifty years ago.Overall though, a good read but I still miss Vince Flynn!”

jrh, “Another excellent read. A little slow to start but then the usual Mitch Rapp high paced thriller
showed itself.An excellent read that was very readable , look.forward to more of Mitch Rapp”

The book by Paul Yoder has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 7,743 people have provided feedback.
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